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Unique New Mission Resource Released by Harvest Fields
Commissioning International
One of the most unique cross-denominational missions resources has just been released by
Harvest Fields Commissioning International. The 40-minute film on DVD, “Post-Modern
Trends in World Missions is not just another source of one person or one organisation’s
thoughts. Containing interviews with some of Christianity’s most well known mission leaders the insight covers the widest range of expertise ever produced in a missions tool. Including information and opinion by such notables as YWAM’s founder Loren Cunningham,
international author and Bible teacher Joyce Meyer, OM’s founder George Verwer, international evangelist Dr. Luis Palau, Jackie Pullinger MBE of St. Stephen’s Society, Hong Kong,
the evangelical ex-Archbishop of Canterbury George Carey, Canon Andrew White, a vicar
in Baghdad and the head of the Foundation for Reconciliation in the Middle East, Nicky
Gumbel of ALPHA and Holy Trinity Church, Brompton, London, Greek-Cypriot evangelist
J. John and others. In total, the workers which this group represents number in the tens of
thousands and have reached well over one billion people, personally and through the media.
This makes this unusual film one of the most vital tools in understand where world missions
and evangelism is headed in the 21st century.
Previous films produced by HFC International and OLI Productions include “Awakening
Israel” which was nominated as a finalist at the Sabaoth Film Festival in Milan, Italy last
year. “Post-Modern Trends in World Missions” is their 25th film release. Ambitiously, the
group has set a goal of releasing an additional 20 films in 2007, this film being the 8th thus
far. Other films currently in post-production include “Hong Kong: Pearl of Great Price”,
“Master Plan” - a selection of testimonies from well known Christians and “every day” people, and “The Heart and Soul of Russia”.
Harvest Fields Commissioning International is a U.K. Registered Charity with the purpose
of assisting in raising up and encouraging leaders in 36 countries and on all 5 continents for
work in churches, charities and other humanitarian assistance groups. Its websites are at:
http://www.agapelive.net and http://www.hfci.net.
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